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orr1son

enied
enure
ts of WLU are losing cognizant of your interest and

advocate of increased
participation in adlive and departmental
making. Professor
Morrison of the History
was not recom wr tenure by a committee
department which met
2
n was conveyed to the
Tenure Committee
ct November 12. It decided
pport the department's
.-umendation and thereby not
l\lorrison tenure.
as voting memdecision
Heick, Paape,
Shelton, Calder and
was given the general
r the decision m a letter
department chairman,
It read "when all your
:d weaknesses are put
ldllce, tlk total con)•1U make to the depart.ol adequate to the present
the department."
specifically the letter
reference to 3 major areas in
the department feels
is remiss; publication,
and
.
philosophy
lllabonships with his colleagues in
department.
the area of teaching,the letter
''the department is

enthusiasm for teaching, however
your effectiveness in this area is
offset by a one-sided approach to
your subject matter and an evident
failure to concern yourself with the
technical side of pedagogy."
Responding to this claim,
professor Morrison stated "I think
that the department has not given
evalence that I am one-sided in my
approach to American History and
that I am not open to alternative
opinions."
Only two members of the
departmental tenure committee
have made any public statements
arising out of the decision.
Professor Calder stated about the
decision that "Chap as a teacher
and scholar, has demonstrated he
is tenure-worthy. He is making a
positive contribution to the
university community."
When questioned as to whether
he supported the decision of the
department, proi'essor Harkins
stated that he must support the
decision of the departmental
tenure committee but added "I am
personally in favour of having
Chap become a permanent
member of the History Department."
Morrison believes that the
reasons for the denial are not open
to substantiation. He states " I was
never given to understand that
tenure was dependent upon

Chap Morrison came to WLU in 1969. He has been an outspoken faculty advocate of increased student
part iCipat ion 1n all departmental decision mal-.1ng . Reason~ gi\cn for the denial of tenure quc•o;t ion hi\
rlol!mat ic approach in the c/a;sroom. lie ~.,.1/1 clefencl h1~ r ight to tenure at an open meeting of the fli~tory

( ounul 11<'\l \\<'<'"- .
publication." He feels that his
publication record 'is adequate and
is concerned with references to
publication contained in his letter
from Heick.
Professor Calder, commenting
on Morrison's publication record
stated "his publication record
stands up well in comparison with
other mebers of ·tin~ department
and in general is better."
Morrison is very disillusioned by
the decision. The refusal will mean
that he must leave WLU when his
contract terminates. He is
currently teaching the first year of
a two year contract. He began
teaching here in 1969 coming from
Youngstown State University in
Ohio. Morrison was a tenured
faculty member at Youngstown
with the rank of associate

photo by Howard
professor
He has been outspoken in his
advocacy of student participation
in university government and was
active in the organization of the
Community for Social Concern. He
has acted as a resource person for
R & C 330, and served as faculty
rep on SAC last ye.
Morri~on was acti\>c m ~ttcmpts
made last year for the renewal of
Joel Hartt's contract with the
philosophy department. At that
time many students involved in the
parity issue felt that Morrison
might be the next to go and saw
student participation in all
departmental matters as a means
to avoid this. Students did not
participate in the History
Department's
decision
on
Morrison's tenure.

When asked what he felt were
the reasons for his tenure denial,
Morrison stated "the department's
denial of tenure is based primarily
on their feeling that it is untiesirable to have a colleague who
IS an outspoken advocate of direct
student participation participation
m all decision making at the
LTniversity."
Students sitting on the Jiistory
departmental council have expressed their surprise at the
decision but are withholding
judgement until they have spoken
with the Department chairman.
The decision of the University
Tenure Committee can be
reversed by direct intervention by
the University President or refusal
to accept the decision by the
University Board of Governors.

airman explains why to history students
Dr. Heick also stated that the
SAC student evaluation was
considered in the evaluation of
Morrison's teaching competence.
Dr. Morrison received the second
highest student evaluation in the
department. Heick stated that in
feedback from individual students
k spoke at a meeting of the he was given the impression that
ry Council last Thursday Morrison was "dogmatic."
had been convened to learn
Heick admitted that Dr.
reasons for the tenure denial Morrison was a very popular indetermme the position of dividual and a very conscientious
students m the matter.
teat•h but expressed concern based
!Ieick's talk it was clear on his conversations with a
rewerespeciilc gnevances number of students who had apMornson which had not proached him .
1ught out at the meeting.
Penny Stewart, a history
generalized nature of Heicks
of Morrison's vices student, asked Dr. Heick if it was
not to be expected that any student
etr refutation difficult.
.an by stating that the who disagreed with Dr. Morrison's
...,"mental Tenure Committee teaching method would approach
thr decision in terms of Dr. Heick but that those students
should Or. :Vlorrison be who were positively in favour
tenure " Heick claimed would not. Heick responded by
committee had examined stating that he had also received a
chmg, his research and lot of positive feedback about Dr.
and his community work, Morrison as a teacher.
his contributions to
The history council was told
of the department and
dem1c s1de of the univer- ihere had not been sufficient
elaborated by stating that evidence Morrison would do
also took into con- research unless it applied directly
Or Morrison's in- to his courses. It was implied he
as a professional in the had done little research or
publishing.
at large.
Morrison was not good
were too many
marks to say yes", acto Dr. Heick, Chairman of
Department, in his
of the departments
n to deny Chap Morrison

Morrison's attendance at
departmental and university
meetings was cited as bing
sporadic: "you could pick the
topics that Dr. Morrison would
have something to say about and
not say about." Heick felt
Morrison, by not attending
meetings he felt he could not
contribute to, was not exposing
himself to a diversity of opinion.
The question of whether
Morrison 's community activities
reflected to the good of the school
was left unanswered, with the
intimation that they were not.
A first year student at the
meeting asked Dr. Heick to explain
the necessity for tenure in the first
place. Dr. Heick responded by
citing the case of a University of
Toronto professor who publically
stated that the British Empire was
at it's end. Tenure was used to
protect the professor's position in
the university despite the fact that
many people called for the
professor's dismissal, he said.
The History Council did not vote
on whether or not to endorse the
department's decision at this
meeting . They have decided to
hold off the decision until Dr.
:\lorflson has an opportunity to
defend his position and present his
explanation of events.

Dr. llcicl-. 1~ Chairman of the fli~ton· Department. He ga\e th<> re,1, on'
tor the tenure cl<'nldl at .1 I (r,tory Counc II m eet ing la,t 11 ee/-. fie ~t.IINI
·Or ,\lorn , Oil \\, IS not good C'noug/1 .. there 11 Pre too n J.m} QUt'\ /IOn
m,uf,. , to \clV 1e'
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- a regular feature listing campus and community events.
Submissions are invited from groups and organizations.
Deadline for submissions is Tuesday 9 am. preceding date of
publication. Contact the Cord-745-6119 or John Taylor 7441051, 742-9808.

shorts .................
Directory Due in December

THURSDAY, NOV. 25,
Careertalks
Careers in Retailing
Rm 2E5
6 :45 - 8:00 pm
Play- IVCF
"To Become A Drummer"
Theatre-Auditorium
8 : 30 pm
$1.00
Book Review Luncheon
Kitchener Library
12: 15-12:45 pm
SATURDAY, NOV. 27,
Big Brother Athletic Day
Athletic Complex U. of W.
10:00 am - 1:00 pm
Free Lunch
Poor Peoples Concert
Ballroom
8:00 pm
Free
SUNDAY, NOV. 28

MONDAY, NOV. 29,

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 1,

Workshop
Ballet and Modern Dance
·Ballroom 7 - 8 pm

Man and His Music
Jan Overdin at the organ
First United Church, Waterloo
8 :00pm
La Nativite du Seigneur --Messiaen

TUESDAY, NOV. 30,

Bridge Club
Central Teaching Building
Rm 3-304
8:00pm

Films
"Hello Dolly"
"Soldier Blue"
Ballroom
$1.00
8:00pm
Workshop
Creative Writing
Educational Services
Group Room (downstairs)
4:00- 5:30pm
Folk Club
Lounge of East Hall Basement
7 :00pm

Advent Candlelight Service
Sensitivity Group
WLU Seminary Chapel
Educational Services
Rockway School Mennonite Choir Group Room
8 :00pm
8:00 - 10:00 pm

Films
" Hello Dolly"
"Soldier Blue"
Ballroom WLU
$1.00
Discussion Group
Reception Lounge
Upper Level of
Services
8 :00 - 10:00 pm
Topics -

The Student Directory is expected to be available sometime
December. In a report to S.A.C., Paul Zimmerman cited the
a delay in printing, which is being done in Toronto.
The directory is produced from a Jist supplied from the rPui,ltnr'il•
office. This list is posted outside 1E1 for correction by students;
was done early in October.
One source indicates that this may be the last year that W.L.C.
have its own Directory. Plans have been discussed concel'llq
general student directory listing students at U. of W., W.L.C.
nursing schools in the area; this may come to be as early as next

African Night a Success
Approximately 75 faculty and students attended "African
in the dining hall mezzanine. Students of the International
Programme presented an evening of skits, singing and dances
dicative of the specific African cultures of their homelands.
The International Students Association plans to hold similiar
in the future. You can participate and are invited to do so. !<''"'"'••,.•
be posted in the 'to be' column of The Cord.

'Golden Fleece' At WL U
Educational

What is the golden fleece ? Is it really necessary? Betty and
seem to think so. Who are Jason and Medea?
The Golden Fleece, a play by A. R. Gurney Jr. (Produced by spem
arrangement with Samuel French, Inc. ) will be presented·
Tuesday, Dec. 7

Study Problems
Sexual Behavior
Positive Thinking

·n make big money someday.

The future's bright now. your
potential great. All the more reason
to consider Aid Association for
Lutherans Earnings Insurance.
(AAL's name for disability mcome
protection .)
Earnings Insurance? Yes-based
on your earnings potential. There 's
a lot of time. money and effort
invested m your training, you
know. Illness or accident now

could give your dreams a jolt and
bring financial hardship.
Just a few dollars a month invested
in Earnings Insurance can keep
your financial future bright See your
AAL representative. a fellow
Lutheran who shares our common
concern for human worth. He 'll
ta1lor a plan for your needs.

Aid Association for Lutherans
Appleton,Wis. Frate rna life Insurance
L1fe • H eallh • Ret•remenl

Admission:

in 1E1
25 cents

a memorial service

for the friends of bonnie and david

/sa farm
wed. dec. r
2 o,dock
readings and a tree planting ceremony

Radio Lutheran
90.9 Grand River
Cable FM
Monday
9:00 a .m.
11 :45 a .m.
12:00 p.m .
4:00 p.m .
6:00p.m .
6:30 p.m.
8:30p.m .
9 :30p.m .
11:30 p.m.

-Del Bopper
-World News
-Afternoon Music
-Music for dinnerRick Dow
-UNICOM NEWS
-JAZOO with Tim
Cooper
-EXPOSURE- Derek
Reynolds.
-A Bit of Alright-Andy
Whittaker
-Mack's Music till two.

Tuesday
9:00 a.m . -Barb Kerr - Light
Music
11:45 a.m . -World News
12:01 p.m. -Afternoon Music
2:00 p .m. -Gene Sandberg
6:00p.m. -UNICOM NEWS
6:30p.m . -Phil In
7 :00p.m. -Neil Anthes
OMNIBUS10:00 p.m. -JAZZ
Peter Hyne.
12:00 p.m . -Tom Stevens till two.
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Your AAL Representative:

Theodore H. Luft Agency
86 Wedgewood Dr., Kitchener, Ont., Canada

and

Wednesday, Dec. 8

Eami~ Insurance: Because

you

3:30p.m .
1:30 p.m .

Wednesday
9:00 a .m . - Morning Mania with
Marg McGraw
11 :45 a .m . - World News
12:01 p.m . -Jake Arnold
2:00 p.m . -Jim Russell
4:00 p.m . -Paul McEachern
6:00p.m . -UNICOM NEWS
6:30p.m . - Mindblast
6:45 p.m . -THE FOLKE ART
with Dave Minden
9:00 p.m . -Steve Todd
11:00 p .m. -Pink Pickels and
Green Cheese with
Smiley.
Thursday
9:00a.m . -Good Morning-- \nne

11 :45 a .m .
12:01 p.m .
2:00 p.m.
4:00p.m .
6:00p.m .
6:30 p.m .
9:00p.m .
11 :00 p.m .
Friday
9:00a.m .
11 :45 a .m.
12:01 p .m.
2:00 p.m.
4:00p.m .
6:00p.m .
6:30p.m.
9 :00 p.m.
11:00 p .m .

Stewart.
-World News
-Peter Hunt
- Greg Connor
-Elaine
-UNICOM NEWS
-THE Rom-.os
Bill Faulkner
-MOR- Phil Tume)
-John Snider
Madness till two
-Ernie Fish m20
- World News
-Brad Oliver
-Art Kumpat
-Larry Halko
-UNICOM NEWS
-Dave Helm
-Gary Ware
-Peter Nieuwhof

Saturday
9:00 a .m . -CHILDREN'S HOl
with Barbara
10:30 a .m . -Music for Saturday
12:00 p.m . -Alan Buchnea
2:00p.m . -C ALYPSO 11:1
George McCalman
4:00p.m . -AI Forrestor
8: 00 p.m . -SPACE PROBE
9: 00 p.m . -Stop at Struens
11 :00 p.m. - Mark Sully
Sunday
9 :00 a .m.
12 :00 p .m.
2:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
6:00p.m.

-CLASSICS
-Smokey Valley
-Jenny
-Gord and or Mark
-BLUES with Jrm
Collins
8:00 p.m. -SUNDAY NIGHT
9:00p.m. -Dilemna
11:00 p .m. -Vic Ragozins.

Tamiae
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Ottawa march
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lor abortion repeal
~

Sharon House

The Canadian Government was
found &uilty of causing mental

anguish and physical suffering to
the women of this country at a
mock-trial held Nov. 20th in Ottawa.
The prosecution consisted of
women groups from all over Ontario who met for a mass march to
demonstrate the need for the
immediate change of abortion
laws.
Testimonies for the prosecution
were heard from ten women
relating their traumatic experiences concerning the unjust
treatment they have received
mel' and women marched in Ottawa to repeal all abortion because of Canada's antiquated
,efd a trial for the Canad1an Government ~'>'hich continues abortion laws. Most of these
•1ght oi 110mcn to control their own bodie~ through Jaw.\ women had to resort to backroom
rr'on
photo by S. House butchers rather than licensed
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by Trish Wells
!S ·•an awful lot of money"
made available to interested
this winter for communityed projects, says Phil
of the Welfare Departof Waterloo.

avid

the federally-sponsored
Initiative Program, any
munictpality may submit
pphcation thru Canada
er outlining projects they
ll!ldertake. If the project is
sufficiently valuable to the
.umty the group will receive
.1 !.rom the federal governcover the expenses of the
and pay salaries to the
members.

mony

bn
er

Johnson gave examples of the
type of project that might be called
"valuable to the community": one
that is already underway is a
survey by a group of 8 from The
Fat Angel to assess the health and
social needs of "street kids" in
Kitchener Waterloo- it is known
already that a lot of them don't use
the hospital facilities or medical
services of the community and the
Fat Angel Project could well
establish that there is a definite
need for a free clinic in the K-W
area.
Another project involves "a
couple of kids" who have applied
for a grant to enable them to help
the elderly and disabled of Kitchener-Waterloo by shovelling
snow, making home repairs and

doing household chores for them.
The Program has been set up for
much the same reason as the
"Opportunities
for
Youth
Program" this past summer to
attempt to make work for people
who would otherwise be unemployed. The Local Initiative
Program, however, is aimed not so
specifically at students but at
anyone in Canada who has "more
potential than being on welfare all
winter." Although most of the
pr(Jjects entail full -time work and
thus discount student participation, application forms have
been distributed to universities in
the hope that some students might
initiate projects and man them
with non-student members of the
community.
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Since the Program was started,
on October 29, public response has
been very good. The K-W branch of
Manpower reports that their
supply of application forms has·
already run out.
The government will finance
projects until May 31, 1972, and any

project should be ' Of about 3
months' duration and able to be put
into effect very quickly with a
minimum of preparation.
Application forms can be picked
up at The Canada Manpower
Centre, 29 Duke Street E, in Kitchener.

Radio Lutheran

lncrea.s es Audience
Radio Lutheran is constantly
promoting its services and advantages throughout the listeni.Jlg
area. Right now there is a committee that is letting the high
school students know about the
station. All the high schools and
colleges in the K-W area are now
being informed of the free services

Radio Lutheran can offer them, as
well as the music. Their clubs can
have announcements aired free
and a dance service is also offered.
Their listening audience increases daily and it's because of
the promotion committees that this
is possible.

Come together" we screamed, and they came

11

by Damia n Bassett

Wednesday evening, Nov.
Tamtat· sponsored the first
.!·Faculty Stag of the year
:he School of Business and
1cs in the dining room of
~Jterloo Hotel. Much to
.e's surprise, the event was
t success. This was due
l to the enthusiasm of the
i Close to 90 per cent of the
were pr~ent during the

Prof. Herb Wedderburn (Bus.)
was presented a live chicken. This
chicken was Tamiae's way of
expressing appreciation to Prof.
Wedderburn for his support ot all
Tamiae events. Prof. Wedderburn
has been granted tenure by the
Tamiae Society. He is the first
faculty member to distinguish
himself in such a way.
After the presentations, it was
"SHOWTIME". The faculty
members took turns performing
their "party pieces" and trying to
outdo one another. The entertainment ranged from dialect
stories to soft shoe to traditional
Irish folk songs. Needless to say,
humour was spread throughout in
large quantities. Not to be outdone
by the faculty, Paul Cowley <Bus .
4) was highly successful as the
piano accompanist during the soft
shoe number and even contributed
a couple of stories that easily
rivaled the faculty in both humour
and delivery.

e1·cnts of this type have
say the least, disapFaculty's turnout was
III!~:!ed to five or six at
udents. with just cause,
questioning faculties' sin. and thetr list of priorities.
.-cents were anxious to talk to
~.structors in a setting where
could not be accused of assg. Tamiae salutes all
oersofthe faculty for coming
gh and providing rein<ent in the Pavlovian model.
The evening finally slowed down
erening started out slow
w:.th your basic cards and to a halt when the Waterloo Hotel
beer. People were slow to gave way to Ontario's archaic
but all know that the ice liquor laws and closed off the taps.
Hentually be broken. Ross Yeteveryonc went home with a
.ler, brilliant in his role of feeling of success. Some of us had
~de two presentations on
other feelings as well. The Stag
d Tamiae. Prof. John had been such a hit with both
Econ.l wasawarded $1.00 faculty and students . that Tamiae
lesl d.uc to the. consistency has relized the need· for continuing
he display~. iri ,q~ing ~ippe~ this event on a regular basis ...Plan~
Tamia.e.'s coffee. macbi,n~. 1 are.,;~::~-rrently, •.~ndec way~~ for,
~o

w ith
Caiman
or
ROBE

woman of the National Ad Hoc
Committee on the Status of
Women. She stressed the importance of the individual's right to
an abortion. If women aren't
allowed first this right to control
their bodies, then they will never
be able to liberate themselves
from other injustices.
Demonstrations were held
simultaneously across Canada and
in Washington, D.C. Representatives from these coalitions joined
the march in Ottawa. Telegrams
were read from Canadian,
English, and American groups,
and from Grace Macinnis <N .D.P.,
Vancouver, Kingsway ).
Rita MacNeil, a Toronto feminist
singer, summed-up everyone's
thoughts and feelings with the
lines: "Tell it like it is sisters, tell
it like it is."

Prograinme Oilers mQney
lor community projects

d

ews
nt
nor

doctors; to self-induced means of
abortion resulting in possible death
and mutilation and to raising lar ge
sums of money for an oat ol town
trip.
Four hundred demonstrators
voicing their opposition marched
from the Supreme Court Building
through the Sparks Street Mall.
Here their slogans of "Every child,
a wanted child; Every mother a
willing mother," and "Repeal the
abortion laws, now!" and "a
la'abortion" resounded from the
enclosed space with stereophonic
force; indicative of the mood. At
Parliament hill they were confronted with the silent stares of the
Right to Life and Birth Right
people, derisively labelled "Fetus
Fetishers."
The most emphatic speech of the
day was by Laura Sabia, Chair-
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another Stag shortly after the new
year.
Tamiae urges all other faculties
to attempt an evening of this type .
W.L.U. is a small university and
that attribute should be considered
an asset rather than a liability. We

should be proud of it rather than
ashamed. However, an inner sense
of pride is not enough on its own.
Each student in a faculty should
feel an obligation to know his
professors and an evening such as
our Stag is the perfect mediwn.

Tamiae challenged both the
students and the faculty of the
School of Business and Economics
on being apathetic and lost. But
we're kinda glad we did. To the
victors go the spoils, we all had a
helluva good time.

Thursday, November 25,
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The
Editor:
Among the scattered bevy of
posters that adorn the walls and
halls of Waterloo Luther;:m
University, there appeared on
Tuesday in several places, simple,
handmade posters, which read:
"Fight noise pollution; stop the
canned 'music' or improve its
quahty." Taking for granted that
these posters refer to the music
which is piped into the Torque
Room and Dining Hall, we at Radio
Lutheran would like to respond to
their author.
We, at Radio Lutheran, are
definitely not above accepting
criticism, as a matter of fact, we
regularly express a desire that
people who are listening would call
in and give us their views on our

printer of these posters has apparently
listened
to
our
programming and is dissatisfied.
Why then hasn't he brought forth a
complaint to us. There is usually
someone in the office all day to talk
to our listeners and there is a
telephone at the broadcasting
studio so that anyone can call in
and talk to the person on air. Why
then do we find all these
anonymous complaints posted in
the student union building. To
utilize an old cliche: The best way
to get results is to go straight to the
heart of the matter. An interesting
sidelight is that the posters were
printed on the backs of letterhead
paper that has been out of use for
six years, and would have limited
access, expecially to students.
Were the posters then the work of

"The Beetles and their mimicking rock-androllers, use the Pavlovian techniques to produce
artificial neuroses in our young people. Extensive experiments in hypnotism and rhythm
hove shown how rock-and-roll music leads to a
destruction of the normal inhibitory mechanism
of the cerebral cortex and pe rmits easy acceptance of immorality and d isrega rd of oil
moral norms."
- from Common Sense , a newspaper
published in Un ion, N.J. by the
Christian Education Association

ty
member? Cannot even they approach us with feedback and advice for better programming.
Regardless of who was responsible
for the posters, we at Radio
Lutheran express a sincere desire
that all feedback, both pro and con,
in relation to our music and
programming, please be brought
to us in person or by phone and
don't be afraid to reveal your
identity (as long as you don't g1ve
us your address). Our meetings on
Tuesday evening are announced
and open to anyone interested.
Remember, we are on the air for
you and all our announcers have
names, so don't be afraid to use
yours.
Jim Mackrory <Station Manager)
Gene Sandberg <Concerned employee)

feminine hygeine deodorants
of little use
WASHINGTON <LNS-CUPI)Five years ago nobody had ever
heard of a feminine hygeine
deodorant. We all had our hands
full keeping our underarms and
feet sm elling sweet. The,
somebody decided that there was
money in vaginas and so the
feminine hygeine deodorant was
born.
And for five years major drug
cosmetic companies like Johnson
and Johnson and Alberto Culver
have been raking it in. Projected
sales for 1971 will run to $53 million
according to the Wall Street
Journal This represents a market
of almost 24 million women.
However, the bubble may be
about to burst. The deodorants are
now under attack by some doctors.
A recent issue of the Medical
Letter,
a
drug-evaluation
newsletter for doctors, stated; "It
is unlikely that commercial deoderant feminine hygeine sprays
are as effective as soap and water
in promoting a hygenic and odorfree external genital surface."

"~xpensive perfumes", is the
description used by gynecological
expert Dr. Bernard Kaye of
Highland Park, Ill. Quoted in the
Wall Street Journal, the doctor
continued, "There's never been
any proof that the sprays are effective to anything except make
money for the companies. There's
no reason for the damn things."
Dr. Kaye reports that he gets a
"couple of calls a day" from
women complaining of a rash or an
itch, many of which can be traced
directly to the sprays.
Today's Health, a publication of
the American Med1cal Association
warns women not to use the sprays
directly before intercourse
because such use had resulted in
"a number of cases of genital
irritation on both men and
women."

Further questions have been
raised by the Federal Drug Administration and the Federal
Trade Commission. Both agencies
have begun to investigate the

deoderants. The FDA is concerned
about the sprays' side-effects.
Most ot the sprays are made of
an oily base containg a germkiller-usually hexachloropheneper fume and a gas propellant.
Since recent studies have revealed
a possible connection between hexachlorophene and brain damage in
laboratory animals, the FDA
wants to see the ingredients listed
on the spray containers. At present
no ingredients are listed.
The FTC is more concerned with
the advertising campaign-a
massive one by any standard.
Recently television has been
inundated with those discreet, lowkey ads about feminity, the new
woman and vaginal odour.
Alberto Culver alone spent $3.5
million in 1970 to advertise FDS, its
product line of hygeine spray. In
return, they took in $14 million in
sales--quite a profit for a product
wh1ch even the manufl!cturers say
is at least as good as plain old soap
and water.

Potential of general strike
over La Presse dispute
MONTREAL (CUPI)- The first
general strike in the history of the
Quebec labour movement may be
called within the next ten days.
At a special meeting Saturday
<Nov. 13) called to plan strategy in
the four-month-old La Presse
conflict, 300 delegates to the
Montreal Central Council of the
Confederation of National Trade
Umons voted by an over-whelming
maJority in favour of a motion to
launch plans for the strike.
Unless there is a break in the
management-labour stalemate at
the Power Corporation-owned
dally newspaper, the CNTU's
70,000 Montreal members will
almost certainly walk off their jobs
for a period of one hour to one day.
CNTU leaders have contacted
Quebec's two other large trade
union centrals, the Quebec

Federation of Labour and the
Quebec Teachers' Corporation, in
attempt to have them join in the
work stoppage. QFL president,
Louis Laberge said it was possible
some of the unions affiliated with
his organization would participate.
"It will be up to them to decide, on
the grassroots level," he added.
Fernand Daoust, the secretarygeneral of the QFL, said that
recourse to a general strike
"would indicate to what extent the
conflict at La Presse concerns not
just the union members involved
but the whole working class."
Quebec Teachers' Corporation
president Yvan Charbonneau, said
that h1s central was "very
seriously" studying the idea of a
general strike. "We might well
recommend such a strike for a

duration of at least an hour, but it
will be up to the individual unions,
at the base, to decide."
The three labour centrals have a
combined membership in the
Montreal region of about a quarter
million workers.
Plans set in motion at the CNTU's Saturday meeting call for
general assemblies of all CNTUaffiliated unions to be held this
week. These assemblies would
discuss the idea of a general strike
and decide exactly what form it
should take. Strategy committees
w1ll be formed and the assemblies
will report back to the CNTU
central by Friday.
On Tuesday Nov. 23 leaders and
the most active members of the
individual umons will come
together at the Paul Sauve Arena
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The history council has been holding a number
dealing with the refusal by the
to grant tenure to Chap Morrison.
Wednesday's meeting it became apparent to
the students present that the history council has
if any constituted power to influence the u"~·'"'vuu
ial.
Faced with this realization, many who were
d for the first time to come to grips with the reality
powarlessness in tenure decisions. The
•cLruH'cu. which is made up of every student who takes
is tory course in this university, has suggested that
meeting to decide whether they would endorse
's decision. Today the cards were laid on
ble. We haven't the constituted right to endorse
decision. It is clearly a faculty decision, not
So where do we go from here.
Wednesday's meeting indicated where some of
membes are heading and it is frightening. One of
'tions was that the history council should do
rational given that any statement by the """v•n••
would be based on a consideration of PriinCIP1e.l
'"''" "''"' is not the jurisdiction of the history
The second position was implied but never
concrete. A fear of offending those who made
decision was clearly evident at the meeting. It is
teresting to note that when questioned about
positions, two of the students present referred to
university as a "business" and a "racket".
references were made as refutations of the su~(ge~;tiooJ
that the history council does indeed make
stands in all its activities and that it must not shy
from one in this case.
What underlies this reasoning is the boss
and nothing else. If you fear the boss then get off
history council friend. We are there to change
Sometimes the boss might get mad.
A lot of people were silent at the council meeting.
there is any hope for justice to be served in the
at hand it lies with those students who can u•"""~'w,..
vested interest from reasoned principled stands. It
with those students who can transcend the fear that is
consequence of lack of power and look at the facts.
If this university is a racket, then let's weed out
gangsters.
1

and the strike will begin shortly
thereafter.
"The machinery (for a general
strike) is now in motion," declared
CNTU president Marcel Pepin,
adding that it will not be stopped
unless the situation at La Presse
changed drastically.
A drastic change does not seem
in the cards at this time. The latest
management offer, relayed to the
unions by Quebec Labour Minister
Jean Cournoyer, contains one
major concession, but many difficult issues remain unresolved
and the unions are far from being
convinced of Power Corporation's
good faith.
The new offer would give job
security to the four "legally
locked-out" unions . The threat of
layoffs due to technological change
was the main issue in the d ··pute

with these QFL-affihated umms.
However, negotiations have
yet begun with the seven um
that have been illegally locked~
since La Presse shut down thret
weeks ago. Their collective aa
tracts espire at the end
December and they won't go bali
to work until certain major issua
are settled. They are waiting r
management to sit down
negotiate "seriously and quickl
with them
The La Presse Journahs
Union is in a similar situation 111
planned negotiation sessions 11
cancelled at the last minute
management.
The eleven unions have formed
common front and agreed thai
union will return to work unlil
grievances of each union ha
been settled.
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The Canadian
Bill of Rights

HUMAN RIGH TS C O DE
Whereas recognition of the inher ent dignity and the
equal and ina lienable rights of all members of the
human family is the foundation of fr eedom, justice and
peace in the world and is in accord with the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights as proclaimed by the
United Nations;
And Whereas it is public policy in Ontario that every
perS!>n rs free and equal in dignity and rights without
regard to race, creed, colour, nationality, ancestry or
place of origin;
And Whereas these principles have been confirmed in
Ontario by a number of enactments of this
Legislature,
And Whereas it is desirable to enact a measure to
codify and extend such enactments and to simplify
their administration;
Therefore, Her Majesty , by and with the advice and
consent of the Legislative Assembly of the Province of
Ontario, enacts as follows:

following is the text of the Bill of Rights, as adopted unanimously in the House of Comm~S:
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BILLC-7!1
AN ACT FOR TilE RECOGN ITION AND
PRO'!'ECTION OF HUMAN R IGHTS
AND FUNDAMENTAL FREEDOMS

The Parliament of Canada, affirming that the Canadian nation is founded upon principles
at acknowledge the supremacy of God, the dignity and worth of the human person and the
plSitJon of the family in a society of free men and free institution.
Affirming also that men and institutions remain free only when freedom is founded upon
~peel for moral and spiritual values and the rule of law;
And being desirous of enshrining these principles and the human rights and fundamental
freedoms derived from them, in a Bill of Rights which shall reflect the respect of
Parliament for its constitutional authority and which shall ensure the protection of these
1ghts and freedoms in Canada.
Therefore Her Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate and House of
mmons of Canada, enacts as follows:
PART I
BILL OF HIGIITS
I It is hereby recognized and declared that in Canada there have existed and shall con-

.:ue to exist without discrimination by reason of race, national origin, color, religion or
sex, the following human rights and fundamental freedoms, namely,
a l The right of the individual to life, liberty, security of tht• person and enjoyment of
property, and the right not to be deprived thereof except by due process of law.
b1 The right of the individual to equality before the law and the protection of the law;
c· Freedom of religion;
dt Freedom of speech;
e Freedom of ass<.>mbly and association; and
f Freedom of the press.
~- ~.rery law of Canada shall, unless it is expressly declared by an Act of the Parliament
'anada that it shall opcratp notwithstanding the Canadian Bill of Hlghts. be so construed
d apphed as not to abrogate, abridg<.> or infnng<.> or to authorize tht.• abrogatwn.
dgement or infringenwnt of any of the rights or fn•edoms lwrPin n•cognized and
.m~l.and in partit·ular, no law of Canada shall be construed or applied so as to
\uthonz<.> or ef'f(•ct thP arbitrary dt'lent ion, imprisonment or exile of an~ pt•rson:
lmposPor authonw the Imposition of crud and unusual tn•atnll'nt or punishment :
c lkpn1 <'a 1wrson \\ ho has bt•t>n arn•sted or detamed
:"wright to he infornwd promptly ol the n•ason for hi::. arn•st or tktentwn,
u: the ri!(ht to ret<1rn and in strut'! cowlst•l without dda~, or
ot'he rl'nwdy b~ way of habeas corpus fm· tlw dl'll'rmination of thl' 1alid1t) of his
ldu!'JOn and lor h1s relt•ase 11 t ht• dt'll'nt ron1s not Ia\\ tul:
I Authorizl' a court, tribunal, t'CJillllllssJOn, board or othpr authority to conrpd a pl'rson
.n• t•vrderll't' il ht• 1s denil'd counsel , prott•dwn agau1st sl'lt criminal 1on or othl'r con ~
.1 :nat safeguards :
Uepri\'l' a person of tlw right to a fair !waring in accordance w1th thl' pnncipll's and
:damental justice forth<.> dl'tt•rnrinat ion ot his rights and ohligat lOlls:
I llt•pnn•a person chargPd with a CTimmal otft list' of the rightllllw pn•sunH·d rnllOt'l'llt
:1l pro\ed guilty according to law in a fair and public heanng hy an mdept•ndPnt and
partialtnbunal. or of the right to reasonable bail without JUst nlllse: or
g Dcpm·e a person of tht• right to tht• assistallct• of an mterprt'll'r in any procl'l'dings 111
"':rth ht• is mvohcd or in which he IS a party or a \\Jtnt'ss, bl'fon• a court. comm1sswn.
~!lard or other tribunal, if he does not understand or speak the lallguagl' 111 \duch such
r,Nct•t'<imgs are conducted.
i.The Minister of Justice shall, in accordance with such regulations as may be prl'scnbcd
1 the Governor 111 Council, examine ,·,·cry proposed regulation submitted Ill draft torm to
eCI1·rk of the Privy Council pursuant to the Regulations Act and every Bill Introduced in
r pr~ented to the House of Commons, in order to ascertain whether any of the provisions
hereof are mcons1stent with the purposes and provisions of this part and he shall report any
uch mconsistency to the House of Commons at the first convenient opportunity .
t The provisions of this part shall be known as the Canadian Bill of Rights.
PAHT II
5 ()1 :\othing in Part I shall be construed to abrog~te or abridge an:. human right or
undamental freedom not enumerated therein that may have existed m Canada at the
'mmencement of this Act.
2 The expression "Law of Canada" in Part I means an Act of the Parlianwnt of Canada
nacted before or after the coming into force of this Act, any ord<.>r. rult• or regulation
thereunder, and any law in force in Canada or in any part of Canada at thl' t·omnwnt'l'llll'nt
ofthis Act that is subject to be repealed, abolished or altered by the Parliallwnt of Canada.
31 The provisions of Part I shall be construed as extending only to matters coming within
the legislative authority of the Parliament of Canada.
6. Section 6 of the War Measures Act is repealed and the following substituted then•for :
"6. (11Sections 3, 4 and 5 shall come into force only upon the issue of a prol'lamat wn of the
Governor in Council declaring that war, invasion or insurrection, real or apprehended.
tXISls.

f2l A proclamation declaring that war, invasion or insurrection, real or apprehended,

xistsshall be laid before Parliament forthwith after its issue, or, if Parliament IS then not
.llmg, w1thin the first fifteen days next thereafter that Parliament is sitting.
l Where a proclamation has been laid before Parliament pursuant to Subsedion 12 l. a
1cc of motion in either House signed by ten members thereof and mad<.> 111 accordanct'
v.1th the rules of that House within ten days of the day the proclamation was laid before
Parliament, praying that the proclamation be revoked, shall be debated in that Hou::;e at the
rtrst convenient opportunity within the four sitting days next aft<.>r the day the mot 10n m that
House was made.
4' lfbothhHouses of Parliament resolve that the proclamation be revok<.>d. it shallel.'ase
'"have effect, and Sections 3, 4 and 5 shall cease to be in force until those sections are again
ught into force by a further proclamation but without prejudice to thl.' previous operation
,f,nose sections or anything duly done or suffered thereunder or any offense committed or
v penally or forfeiture or punishment incurred.
:il Any act or thing done or authorized or any order or regulation made under the
uthontv of this Act, shall be deemed not to be an abrogation, abridgement or infringement
Joy nght or freedom recognized by the Canadian Bill of Rights "

·:·)(~'
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i. ( 11 No person shall publish or display or cause to be
published or displayed or permit to be published or
displayed any notice, sign, 'symbol, emblem or other
representation indicating discrimination or an intention to discriminate against any person or any class
of persons for any purpose because of the race, creed,
t•olour, nationality, ancestry or place or origin of such
person or class of persons.
21 Nothil1g in this section shall be deemed to interfere
w1th the frt•e ~xpression of opinion upon any subject.
2. No person, directly or indircetly, alonl.' or with
anothl'r, h~ himself or by the interposition of another,
shall
1a l dt•ny to an~ person or dass of persons the accommodation, st·n·ices or facilities available 111
any plae<.> to which thl.' public is customarily admitted; or
1h l discriminatp against any person or class of persons
wllh respect to the accommodation, services or
facihlles available in any place to which the public
is customarily admitted,
because of the race, creed, colour, nationality, ancestry or pla{:e of origin of such person or class of
persons.
:l. No person, d1rectly or indirectly, alone or wrth
another, by himself or by the interposition of another,
shall,
<a l deny to any person or class of persons occupancy of
any apartment in any building that contains more
than six se!f-contained dwelling units; or
<b> discriminate against any person or class of persons
with respect to any term or condition of occupancy
of any apartment in any building that contains
more than six self-contained dwelling units,
because of the race, creed, colour, nationality, ancestry or place of origin of such person or class of
persons.
4. <1 l No employer or person acting on behalf of an
employer shall refuse to employ or to continue to
employ any person qr discriminate against any person
with regard to employment or any term or condition of
employment because of his race, creed, colour,
nationality, ancestry or place of origin.
t2l No trade union shall exclude from membership or
expel or suspend any person or member or
discriminate against any person or member because of
race, creed, colour, nationality, ancestry or place of
origin .
(3l No person shall use or circulate any form of application for employment or publish -any advertisement in connection with employment or
prospective employment or make any written or oral
inquiry that ·expresses either directly or indirectly any
limitation. specification or preference as to the race,
creed, colour, nationality, ancestry or place of origin of
any person or that requires any applicant to furnish
any information concerning race, creed. colour.
nationality. ancestry or place of origin.

The aim of the Ontano Human Rights Code is to create
a climate of-understanding and mutual respect among
our· people, so that all will be afforded the unhampered
opportunity to contribute their maximum to the
dev<.>lopment and enrichment of our province.
John P . Robarts.
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YOuth candidate for alderman gets runarou
by Paul Jones
A County court judge has ruled
that tenants living in married
student housing at U of W are
e.!)titled to be on assessment rolls
and therefore entitled to vote in the
upcoming municipal election
December 6. The ruling was made
on an appeal by Richard Lloyd,
resident of MSH and candidate for
alderman in the election.
Lloyd encountered incredible
difficulty in lodging the appeal
which began November 9. On that
date he discovered that tenants of
MSH had been left off the
assessmentlists. He claims that he
had been assured by the city that
they would be on two weeks prior
to his discovery.
He proceeded to contact the city
clerk, D. H. Preston to appeal the
problem .
MSH, being university property,
was
classified under
the
assessme nt act as being unassessable land. Tenants the refore
: ould not get on the assessment
rolls which is a prerequisite for

voting in municipal elections.
The land MSH occupies was
originally zoned industrial and the
city was receiving full industrial
taxation . Since the university
needed the zoning to be changed to
residential, it made an agreement
with the city to pay full assessment
on the land. Normally, university
property is not taxed. The
university pays the city $35 per full
time student which is granted by
the Department of Colleges and
Universities.
Tenants of MSH bear the brunt of
the arrangement by paying approximately $22.50 per month in
taxes a nd thus appeared to be
qualifi ed for ass essme nt and
voting. The appeal was made on
this basis.
In his meeting with city clerk
Preston and the c ity treasurer,
Lloyd presented the problem and
asked for information on appeal
proceedure. Lloyd states " at that
meeting Preston tried to confuse
me with irrelevant details. Preston

was hoping to get rid of me as
easily as possible."
Lloyd said that he continually
a sked Preston if there was any
avenue of appeal and was told that
there was not.
Because of the lack of cooperation at the meeting with the
city clerk, Lloyd solicited the aid of
university lawyer Stu Mank. Mank
finally informed Lloyd that an
appeal could be lodged in county
court by filing a form "Voters
Notice of Complaint" by Friday,
Nov. 12 at 5 pm.
Lloyd claims that the city clerk
had already received about 150 of
such appeals previous to his
meeting with him and questions
why the clerk failed to inform him
of the proceedure when questioned
a bout it.
John Chandler, president of the
MSH Tenants Association, circulated the appeal form to MSH
tenants and thereby filed 400 with
the city clerk. The date for filing
was extended to Monday, Nov. 15

due to an error in a press release
filed by Preston.
For the court hearing, Lloyd
solicited the aid of Morley
Rosenberg , lawyer for the
Federation of Students at U of W.
The judge ruled that the appeals
should be granted in the specific
case of MSH at U of W.
Commenting on the runaround
that proceeded the ruling, Lloyd
stated " the issue serves as· an

example to me of
removed city hall IS
people it is supposed to
needed a team of
get a straight answer
hall. "
" The entire city
gotten too secure, they
trenching themselves
walnut topped desks and
down to the people who
there·· he said.

UofW- WLU
Birth Control Information
SAC Office -Student Union Building
every Monday evening 6 - 9 pm
For Information call: 576-4720 or
Mrs. Teigen at Health Services Ex. 2i9
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Some things make us nervous.
Some things turn us into a kind of stranger to
ourselves. The old dryness of the mouth sets in.
The sweat starts down.
How about those job interviews, where all of
a sudden you've got to stand out very clearly from
the herd? Inside half an hour you've got to es.tablish
yourself to a world you never made and may not
even like.
..
Does the prospect make you just a little nervous? No? You're lucky.
Oh, it does? Join the club. It gets us all, even
those over thirty.
You could write a book about being nervous
about interviews. As a matter of fact, we have
written a book. A little one: "How to separate

yourself from the herd" . It's packed with practical
tips on how to go to an interview on your own terms . .
We wrote it because we've been there.
Without any modesty whatsoever we can tell you
we're a company whose very life dep"ends on our
skill at coming f..ace to face with strangers.
Our little book is tucked into a bigger one:
The Employment Opportunities Handbook, a kind
of dictionary of the companies who are looking.
This brand new handbook is yours fo r the aski ng
at the place ment office.
"How to separate yourself from the herd"
won't work any magic between now and your first
interview.
But it just might help.

LIFE

lnsuranceCompany,London1Canada

Tamiae Trip to Montreal
by Wally Reidl
Once again Tamiae was greeted
tth a warm welcome to one of the
lxlslness capitals of Canada. To
tlxR who went for the first time,
wilderment and anticipation
,bJunded but soon vanished in the
:e1tement and enthusiasm
gmerated by expectations of first.d information about em:ment and other opportunities.
Expectations involving learning
and enjoying the wild yet
mm life the city had to offer grew
each added hour.
1\emustnotconvey the idea that
and games were paramount for
went to Montreal with a clearpurpose of gaining information
100 1nsight into the tight em.ymPnt market and we were
ccessful beyond our wildest
dreams in our fact-finding mission.
The firms visited treated us with
respect for our willingness to go
Mandacllvely partake in hunting
i!ln the best employment opp:rtunities. Our questions were
dWt with in a straight forward
liWll!er with mostly all questions
meeting with our satisfaction.
Thursday morning and early
allemoon found us at Robin Hood
llulti·Foods. Their preparedness
md obvious willingness to tell us
iboot themselves made the time
llypast so fast that before we knew
•hal had happened, we had dinner
their expense, had some more
W\l'ers on opportunities avail,ble, and were on our way to
ll~n 's Brewery.
Our tour at Molson's was of great
.teres! due mainly to our
zement at seeing all that brew
close and realizing that our
,'OJ'ile brew had been reduced to
:ere commercialism.
Marketing representatives at
l~n·s Quebec are a busy bunch
were tolerant of our in-

terrogations into their operations
and generous with samples of their
product.
By Friday morning we had had a
small taste of Montreal night-life
and were on our way to T. Eaton
Co., Montreal where their advertising department showed us
the intricacies of getting the selling
message to the consumer. Theil
advance order-taking system by
telephone and instant inventory
stock control via computerization
stand out as the highlights of their
operations.
Scurrying across town we
arrived at Alexis Lachine Shopping Plaza- the largest of its type
at present- where Montrad, the
operating arm of the organization
explained planning, policy, and
strategy behind huge real estate
ventures of this type. The greater
emphasis was placed on the
growing field of real estate and the
need for qualified, competent
appraisers who will be required
throughout the business world due
to capital gains tax requirements.

Montreal and an all-out effort to
compress as much as possible into
our first night of rivalry.
Saturday was the highlight as
the City of Montreal officially
greeted us with a fillet mignon
dinner and ample liquids while the
Vice-President Eastern Canada of
I.B.M. filled in the "generation
gap" with words of wisdom appreciated by all. Communication is
the key to problem solving in and
out of business. Saturday night
proved to be a night to " pull out all
the stops" and we all did so in
grand style.
Those of us who were fortunate
enough wished throughout the trip
that more would have been able to
experience all that we did accomplish in so short a time. We
have tried to convey our unbounded gains in information for
careers and our joy at being able to
represent WLU to the business
community and to the people of
such a vibrant part of our cultural
heritage.
vwr• wvwvwvw:v&,._,~-.r~•'
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Again, speeding across town
(cabbies in Montreal are the best
racing drivers on the road), we
descend from our speedy means of
transport to be confronted with a
massive, ominous, cold, grey
structure of the Head Offices of the
"Big M" (Bank of Montreal). If the
outside appeared cold, it contrasted greatly with the warmth,
friendliness, and willingness of
their people to give up an unclouded view of what they wanted
from us and what they were
prepared to offer to us as
prospective graduates of their
general management training
program in Ontario.
By Friday night, all was in.
readiness for our first major offensive upon the night-life of

For $228. You'll have the
chance to fall off three
mountains, suffer the agony
of six delicious hangovers
and defend yourself in
a promiscuous mixed sauna.
If everything goes right.
Includes. Return a1r fare :

7 n1ghts at the Voyager Inn Banff,

free Welcome Party; sk1locker at your hotel,
transportation to and from Calgary a1rport.
And all the snow you can eat
ABSOLUTELY FREEl

Commentary

Skiflite.
7 days and 7 nights in Banff.
Only $228.

acontinuing column by Sean Conway Recently, I discovered that
s.A.C. had a choice of two contlutions. There was the 1968
document drafted by former
President Jim Lawson and a
~tcond charter
which was
;resented in 1970.

one of the major criticisms of
e 1968 constitution was its
restrictiveness. John Buote, one of
:be chief architects of the 1970
coostitution, commented: " When
Jim Lawson began to operate
.thin the framework of the 1968
cooslitution, he found that it was
standing in the way of some of his
proposals. For example, he felt
~I there was need for a Student
.ttivities Director. Setting up such
a position would prove difficult
liecause all portfolios and portfolio
descriptions were locked into the
coostitution. In addition, many
.teres! groups were seeking to
ntend their influence. D.A.C. was
iekmg to expand its jurisdiction
the point where it would become
:be watch-dog over S.A.C. The
Board of Publications wanted to
become incorporated and there
m a movement underway to
(ffl!ralize the various areas of
fmance."

The revised Constitution and an
accompanying set of bylaws were
ratified by S.A.C. There remained
only the approval of the Board of
Governors. However, the Joel
Hartt affair occupied S .A.C.
energies to such an extent that the
revised edition was not in proper
printed form for the March
meeting of the Board of Governors.
As a result, the revised constitution was delayed indefinitely.
Buote commented that this particular delay was partly the result
of Colin McKay's lack of interest at
the time.

Contact :
Paul Cowley
Cord Office W.L.U. Stud. Union Bldg. or
Phone : 745-6119 or 576-1734
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ONE OF THE GREAT FILMS OF OUR TIME!
A TRUE GIANT

UNFORGETTABLE

THI! ACTING IS EXTRAORDINARY

At a meeting last Tuesday,
D.A.C. ruled that S.A.C. ought to
a bide by the 1968 constitution and
the 1969 bylaws. One important
implication or this decision seems
to be that the present McKinnel
executive is not valid because it
has not been ratified under the
terms of the constitution. Having
talked to leading members of the
anti -McKinnel faction , I have
learned that the remaining
executive members are in danger
of going down at the next meeting.

This entire constitutional
wrangle reveals how sadly
misdirected S.A.C. has been in
To remedy this situation, Buote past years. This is not to say that
and a constitutional committee set constitutions are unnecessary. To
about to provide student govern- the contrary, they are basic to
:ent with new rules. The revised effective government. Yet, two
cooslltution took into consideration efforts have been made here at
tost of the objections that were Luthera n that have resulted in
raised in relation to the 1968 governmental weakness and un;slltution. Very importantly, the certa inty. Today, we are still
.f.Omsion sought to authorize the straddled with the stop-gap confaculty representatives as stitution of 1968, a fact which adds
1hng members of Student little respectability to our student
government.
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From the book that sold over aADMITIAN
million copies!
C. f

~*a•.wc:ra

by Ed Reed
Canadian University Press
A~ celestial choirs hummE'd a strain of 0
Canada and the pulse of Canadian nationalists
everywhere racPd quicker, the Herb Gray Report
bur-;t upon thP country's consciousness two weeks
ago
What the report, or at least the pirate vers1on of
1t that appeared in Canadian Forum Magazine,
told us was that unless somethmg is done in a b1g
hurry, Canada runs the nsk of becoming nothing
more than an econom1c and cultural satellite of
the Un1ted States.
1 h1s vvas hardly news to many Canadians who
th1nk that this has already happened and have for
many year~ rPcogn1zed the omnipresence of the
Anwncan corporate behimoth in every sphere of
tlw Cu1dd1an exbtence.
1he R<.>vPnue ~ Mmister's report, for all the
uproar 1t hc1s caused IS really nothing more than
tlw last gasp1ng attempt of a nat1onal bourgeoise
to rt'assNt ~omP measure of control over its own
Pconomy The Cray Report prov1dPs no answers,
1t\ t1 tas<.> of far too l1ttle much too late

The Herb Gr
a feeble blow

Stdl, what 1s S1gnlf1gant about the report to the
Cab1net on fore1gn mvestment 1s that 1t maps the
frightenmg proportions of American economic
dom1nation and reveals that the Trudeau
government has been forced to develop at least a
basiC awareness that the problem exists and must
somehow be dealt w1th
I he bas1c strategy which the Gray Report
recommends to deal with the threatened
<.>conom1c and cultural assimilation into the great
imperialistic marshmallow to the south, is a
screenmg agency which would rev1ew future
fore1gn takeovers and direct investment in
Canada (D1rect mvestment as opposed to portfolio investment is defined as actual, legal control
of the assets of a corporat1on rather than merely
possession of share equity)

Such a body would have the power to block any
new foreign economiC move wh1ch d1d not
conform to gOvPrnment goals regarding Canadas
dt>velopment
I he report also deals with the by-products of
torPign mvestment such as its inhibiting effect on
tht' emergenc e of a distinctiv\: Canadian cultural
1dent1ty and the country's forced dependence on a
forPign-developed technology unsuited to 1ts own
nat1onal needs.
Another pred1ctable facet of the report is Its call
for greater support of Canadian industry and the
recommendation to home-grown industrialists
and investors to be less cautious in their support
of Industrial expansion than they have oeen in ttie
past The report says that a major factor retarding
the development of an autonomous capitctl1st
econom-, has been the mnate conservatism of
Canad1C1ns about investing in their own country
It now appears that the edited version of the
report wh1ch Canad1an forum obtamed by as yet
und1sclosed means, IS very close to the document
wh1ch Gray pres~ntt..od to the Cabinet some time
ago-and which was to have remained secret. It
appears, too, that the document has been used as
' a base for formulating government policy on
fore1gn ownership.
Mitchell Sharp, at the t1me actmg prime
mm1ster, admitted in the House of Commons
1\.ov 16, that the Cabmet has g1ven approval ~~
prinCiple to the 13creening agency concept
I he prob)pm w1th such c1 "heme, is, of course,
that 1t 1s vNy much like shutting the barn door
c1ftN thP hor'e hc1s <''>Caped
Tlw ma10 \ alue in the Grc1y Report 1s 1ts extensive doLUmcntation of the scope and
dinwnsion ol fort>tgn ownership that already cxi~ts
10 this l ountry I he report shows, for example,
that the dssets fo ioreign·owned firms in Canada
c1mount to at least $50 billion and that at least 58.1
per cent ot all manufactu ing mdustries are

1

tore1gn-owned-that IS a controll1ng con<Pntration of equ1ty 10 the f1rm resides in a nat1on
other than Canada
As necessary as 1t is to prevent any further
~ellout of our mdustry or resources, the amount of
Pconom1c and pol1tical power that already rests in
tore1gn hands-and those hands by a vast
maJOrity are American-will effectively prevent
liS from ever putting forth any k10d of meaningful
assertion of our own desliny.
The Trudeau government and the class interests
1t serves- that is the industnalists and fin antiNs- are not prepared to undertake the kind of
draq 1C strudural change 10 our econom 1c system
that would end American economic, cultural and
oc ial Pxploltatlon of Canada. From the governnwnt's point of view its fortunes and those of the
<las~ 1t represents are much too closely inIPrwoven with the continued well-being of the
mammoth corporate-mdustrial emp1re operating
out of tlw Un1led States.
Sine~ the I rudeau government, and indeed the
govNnment of any cap1talist country, rece1ves its
pow •r and direction from the corporate elite it
\vould have no mlerest m mak10g any k10d of
sub.,tantlal hC1ng in these power relationships It
Just t ouldn't fford to challenge such a basic
Plenwnt of the status quo as exist10g American
J.ll'nE>tratlon of the,. Canadian economy.
f alk of buymg back the Canadian economy
under the existmg system 1s ultimately unrealistec.
D<>spite the token step of attempting to retard the
rc1te of foreign takeover of our means of
productton, very little is going to change 10 terms
of m whose hands the power to make decisions
.lboul thP lives oi Canadians rests.
Still. tlw Gray Report is an 10dicator of how far
we are from controlling our own economic
destm't-l'Ven m a straight capitalist sense-and
how this 1s ft1st becoming a central reality to
m mbers of the government.
ThP n1an under whose n·ame this report was
presented is rather an anomalous figure to be
involvea m a study ot the danger' of fore1gn
ownership
I IPrl> Cra't, the honuur.1ble memoer from
Wm<hor West, gained ~onwthing of a reputat1on
''1 th<• ~pnng of 1969 as being little short of a front
man fur one of the largest multinational corporations of them all, ~ord Motors
/\1 that limP he played a kPy role in COH rmg up
tht• l1heral government's questionable dension to
forg1v!.' h·· F-ord Motor Company of Canadawhose 111,1in C.mad1an branch plant is in Wind~or-morp than $7'> million in dut1es 1t owed
r<•sulting trom 1ts f,uluH~ to live up to the terms of
the Jt bS Cm,1da·lJ S dllto pact
It 1~ not clear at th1s pomt e>xactly what role
Cray humplf played 1n the writing of the report,
1\h1ch m the Canad1an ~orum ver~1on has been
ecl1tPd to 75,000 words from an ongmal 200,000
1 he research team wh1ch compiled the .report
was he>aded by a young Montreal econom1st, joel
BPII The task force drew upon the knowledge of a
large number of experts employed in various
branches of the federal civil service.

I he report, two years 111 the com111lm6

< all<>d the most tomprehenseve stud~

..-.-n..•n•

own!.'rsh1p and mvestment ever undertal
country
Some of the research and the
report can help us to better understand .......,••,
ot our own exploitation. Among
s1gn1figant of the observations made
• A large amount of Canadian monev
used to finance the sellout of t~e
Klent1ty and resources There IS a slov.er .-'.Afllwrn
Anwrican capital than there has been m
but as the report points out, over 60 pet
tlw financmg for the expans1on of
bt>tween 1961 and 1967 came from
sources And as the report says : " .. If n
1nv<•stment were to be entirely excl
Canada, fore1gn control wou ld contmue
111 absolute terms, due to both the
generation ot f111ances by the f1rm and the
to raise extprnal funds 111 the Canad1a•
market"
*As a d1rect comequence ot
t hiefly American- involvement m our
the growth of Canadian culture in
respetts has been stult1f1ed There can be
reconcdialion between large·scale
ownership of our means of production
development of an identifiable national
As the report says~" .. the presence
volumes of foreign mvestment
U.S. hands increases the difficulty of
distmctive national culture This has
serious implications since the econorn
pol1tical strength of a country lies largel
trPt~tion of a cultural, social and politic
wh1ch favours 111digenous miat1ve and
"I here is no way of leav111g the econOil'
to others, so that wt• can get on w1th the
soual and cultural <.oncerns m our
llwre is no such compartmentalization 1r
world "
I he duthors of the r'eport also point 01:
sort of VICIOus urcle develops, the less
<ulture a country has, the greater the
toreign <>conom1c dom111atron "The I
strong ident1t't and a destinct1ve culture
<rPctt(• . d vacuum and a greater rece
tort>1gn mfluence and uwestment The
unportmg our culfurf from the UK or
reinforc Ps this tpndt'IKY by reduc1ng the
on Canad1ans to devPiop their 011n
di~tlnCtiVeOC'SS"

l he

country's

rel1ance on an
the develop
nat1onal autonomy. The report says "Som
rent of patents Issued in Canada are reg1st
fore1gn ownNs, of which two-thirds are
Un1ted StatPs rPsicients
"Another study shows that 111 a h1t
t ountnes, Canada is first in percentage ot
v..l11ch an• fore1gn-owned and last tn '
centage of patents owned by nationals
issumg <ountry."
l his mdicates that our technology hal
moulded to meet the demands of nat1ons
than our own and that if we are to ach1ew
form of sovereignty we must come to gnps
technology oriented to specific Canadian
<1nd problems.
lP< hnology has retarded

n•,tl powernMk<' ,m\
n< 1))1( ,lf)d so
mh
looks hkl'

~

port:
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emp1re
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10logy 1s in Canad1an hands, the
greater that 1ts use will be adapted to
ot the Canad1an milieu" the report
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..,llldtlonal corporat1ons are respons1ble for
t of the Cross Nat1onal Product- the
goods and serv1ces produced- in the
world.
ia.-centage will rise to 50 per cent by 1990
me sales of multinationa l enterprises
throughout the world w ill be va lued at
S1,!XXJ billion
near future it wall not be unusual for
compan1es to have over one m i ll io n

I-IRMS 50 per cent OR MORE NON-RESIDENT OWNED, TOTAL ALL INDUSTRIES
1965-1%1\
TAXA IHfHAK

ASS US
'!.mill ion

1%5
1966
1967
1968

35,560
40,468
44,825
50,766

SALI:S
'f.mdl 1on

. tQUIT,Y
j,mill1on

245
25.8
26.0
26.8

18,780
20,324
22,328
25,008

34.9
35.3
35.7
17.0

30,078
33,967
36,730
41,301

.

33.4
33.6
33.5
34.7

PRO~ I fS
'!.million

l!i.JCOMI:
$mi ll ion

2,671
2,907
2,913
3,514

1,764
1,699
1,652
2,070

40.1
40.0
39.3
41.3

44.4
42.2
40.4
42.2

value of Ameri ca n di rect investmen t

s mcreased from about $7.5 bill ion in
billion m 1969 and is sti ll expanding.
onclusion of the report is that these
corporat1ons through their size and
t greater mtegratlon of nationa l
are gaining more power th an most
governments. There wall have to be some
10wdown.
of the control of these mu ltmational
m Canada is furthered amplified by

es
the assets of firms which were 50 per
more non-res1dent-owned were $50 7
1hould be remembered that effect1ve
•t a corporat1on can be gamed by
ot a1 l1ttle as three per c..ent of 1ts
tock)
sured by taxable mcome
usually not
uage brcause of the num<>rous tax
which torporat1ons can f1nd 64 per
m,mufactunng industry in Canada IS
ned. Ontario tops this 1ndustnal sellout
h iO per cent fore1gn owner~hip of
t1rms tollowed by the Prairies with
l, the Atlant1c Provinc..e~ with 60 per
by BC. w1th 44 per c<>nt.
011oersh1p 111 Quebec -cons 1dered by
..__,man\ to be non-Canad1an as opposed to
- 1s somewhat below national
I ~ectors except services and utilit1es.
8.500 Canadian firms are fore ign-at lrast 7,000 by Americans Th is list
growmg m recent years by about 170
a year
are some Impor tan t realiLations abou t
.f'l thances for Canadian survival conthe Gray Report. It would appear that
government is prepared to make at
steps to arrest the trend that is marking
chon But neither the au thors of the
thr govern men t, nor the men who hold
pa.1er - the corporate titans-are wi lling
anv iundamental changes to an
and social system that operates on ly for
l1ke we'll have to be content as

NON-f- INANCIAL fiRMS 50 PERCENT OR MORE NON-RESIDENT OWNED,
TOTAL A ll INDU<;TRIFS h'i..f.H
Yl-AR ASS~TS
$m1ll1on

1965
1966
1967
1968

27~73

31,764
35,244
39,442

I.QUITY

36 0
37 4
38.0
.39.4

~million

SALI:S
<;,million

15,076 40.0
16,414 40.7
17,973 41.5
19,839 43 .0

29,478 34.7
33,307 35 1
35,958 35 0
40,380 36.3

PROI-ITS
$million

2,522
2,660
2,618
3,182

IAXAHLI:
INC OM£:
'f.m1111on

460 1,694 48.6
44 1 1,624 46 4
43.8 1,561 44 .6
47 1 1,969 46 9

PI:KCI:NlAGI- 01 NON Rf-SimNT OWNERSHIP AS MF-ASURW BY
\\AMJI-ACTLJRING INDLJ)TRY

ASSF-1 S

SAilS

I ood and b<>v<>rages
lobacco
Rubber products
l <>at11<'r products
I ex Illes and cloth1ng
Wood
I u r111 tu re
l'nntmg, publish1ng and allied
Paper and all ied
l'nmary metals
Metal fabncating
Machmery
l ransport equipment
llectrical produ cts
Non-metallic mineral products
Petro leu m and coal produ cts
Clwm icals and chem ical prod ucts
Miscellaneous manufacturing

31 3
R4.5
93.1

27 1
80 1
91 5

39 2
lO 8
18 8
21.0
38 .9
'i5 2
46.7
72.2
B7 .0
64.0
S1.6
99.7
R1 ..l
SJ.9

·1oa l -

58 1

A ll Manufacturing

:no

I AXAll LI:-.
I'ROlll S lNCOMf

28.5
22.2
15 5
132
40 7
51 1
45 0
72.7
906
62.7
42.3
99.6
81 .1
51.2

29 4
82 7
90 1
25.2
54.9
23.8
20.4
22.0
39 8
62 4
64 7
78.1
89.8
78.0
47.2
99.7
88.9
72. 1

30.9
83 1
88.4
27.3
54.6
230
23.2
22.7
39 0
64 4
62 6
87 2
887
88.1
52.9
99.4
89.1
72.6

.'>50

63.4

62.4

214
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the JL,~rtf6fl6KJ1l! ll1111lf
Steakhouse and Tavern

GIVE YOUR TASTEBUDS A TREAT!
WATERlOO SQUARE SHO,ING CENTRE

Student Meal Cords Available of 1OS 011counl

NOW PLAYING
2 SHOWS NIGHTLY 7 & 9 PM
MATINEE SATURDAY AT 2 PM

Coming up this week: If you read asks a lot of the audience in the
this early enough, you'll still have way of concentration. The plot
time to see the last performance of concerns an extremely radical
To Become a Drummer and family, the twist here being that
Frames, a double bill of plays by the son is the conservative while
the Toronto based Creation Two in the parents (and others of the
our T.A. at 8:30 for a dollar. If you "older generation") are the
didn't catch that console yourself revolutionaries. The son wishes to
on Sunday night by trying to figure revert back to the normalcy that
out Antonioni's Zabriskie Poin- was, before his parents accepted
t(less) along with Pop Art at 8 p.m. the radical views of "today's
in U. of W.'s Campus Centre-for youth".
They accept everything and
free. Failing that, you can wonder
at Orson Wells' classic Citizen everybody for what they are to the
Kane the following night; same point of inanity. As the son, Ar·
place, same price, one hour later. thur a beautiful contrast part well
And surely all you bleary eyed S & handled by Kim Zapf-believes
M movie freaks won't want to miss that "Now that everything is
WLU's sadistic double billing of allowed, nothing is possible," so he
Hello Dolly together with Soldier would go back to the old ways
Blue Nov. 30 and Dec. 1 in the enlisting the help of his uncle
ballroom for a buck.
Eugene, a nice characterization on
But should all else fail to amuse the part of Russell Scott, who in a
you then maybe U. of W.'s Black- very small way still clings to the
friars' presentation of Tango by old ways.
Slawomir Mrozek is your bag. The
So the completely irrational
production is decently enough behaviour of nearly everyone in
presented, but it is so slowly paced the first two acts becomes logical,
in the first and third acts that the sound behaviour in the last act, but
audience tended to be very to the surprise of Arthur and the
restless. This is the fault of the audience this still will not work.
director-Mila Scott Hedges-but This is because Ala, his girlfriend,
maybe by the time you see it, the played by Robin j(~ler who
actors themselves will have this ·outshines the rest of. the cast, has
cleared up.
been unfaithful to him on the eve of
An absurdist comedy-<irama, it their wedding night thus betraying

DisC
"A SEARING CONDEMNATION
WITH COMIC RELIEF OF
THE PRISON SYSTEM!
It may shock in its explicitness. The film has recreated the power and

ltte humour olthe stage version. The direction by Harvey Hart is taut.
'Fortune' has something serious to say and does it daringly!"
HY hsr

MGM presents A CINEMEX (CANADA) PRODUCTION "FORTUNE AND
MEN'S EYES" W1th WENDELL BURTON -MICHAEL GREER-ZOOEY
HALL DANNY FREEDMAN -Screenplay by JOHN HERBERT Based upon
h1s play Mus1c by GALT MACDERMOT-Produced by LESTER PERSKY
and LEWIS M. ALLEN D1rected by HARVEY HART-METROCOLOR

LONG JOHN BALDRY: IT AIN'T EASY
The man is not a newcomer. charts earlier this year. Baldry's
John Baldry was folk singing in personality drips through on the
England before the Beatles first cut (Don't Try to Lay No
achieved their stardom. In fact he Boogie Woogie on the King of Rock
has done a number of things for and Roll) which eventually turns
which he should be given credit. into a solid rock and roll feature.
II'he first blues band that he was Included on this side is the only
connected with had Charlie Watts example of Mr. Baldry's guitar
drumming and Mick Jagger playing.
The credit for the production of
assisting with the vocals. Two
bands later John's band featured Side Two goes to Elton John. This
the now popular Rod Stewart as side is solidified by the persinger. Other artists with whom he formances of that same man. Also
has played include Brian Auger added is Caleb Quaye, Hookfoot's
and Julie Driscoll <BA's Trinity), guitarist (who also assists on AI
Mickey Waller (Jeff Bick Group), Kooper's newest effort). The
Vick Briggs (Eric Burdon's music on this side is mainly an
Animals) and Elton John.
extension of the diverse interests
of John Baldry.
This album is actually two
The total selection of tunes is
records in one. Side One is reinforced by ones written by
produced by Rod Stewart. Ron Randy Newman, Elton John, Ron
Davies' title song is reproduced Davies and Rod Stewart. It seems
with more finesse than Davies' that the only way to understand the
own version which topped the namesake's effort is by multiple

KING'S
RESTAURANT
38 KING STREET N. WATERLOO

PHONE 579-5040

Visit the New, Sexciting, Continuous

Strip Tease
-non-stop
-nothing held back
-everthing goes
You won't be disappointed

PICTURES •"d Flt.MWAYS Preser>l

:1VII..A.
F"..A.JFC.JR.O~in
A MARTIN
~~SL.IIo

RAN~OHOrF.

LINOER f'l{OOUCTION

ADULT
ENTERTAINMENT

The cast is well
Verna Hunt and Larry
Eleonora and Stomil the
parents. Perhaps only tbe
Eugenia, the aged
(the oldest part in the
miscast with Susan
(probably the youngest
She did well considering,
really did not look the jM.

by Paul Wemple

listening. It remains for
surmise that the mix~
work is not much more
meaningful reunion for a
friends. As that I'm
ceeded but as a rPm·-~11111
the man who has his
bossed on the cover, it
should have been
by Baldry himself to
of his prowess as a
songs all get across but
is a hollow feeling. If this
the "eighth or ninth
of John Baldry I'm afraid
wait for his tenth or
before he can be properly
It's in the Bookstore if
You should take note
shipment of records
Have a look for ChJ·isiEIIII!.

Remember the toy
clothes drop in the
course starting
Do you have a raffle
why not

Chinese and Canadian Food

FREE DELIVERY
NOW PLAYING
2 SHOWS NIGHTLY
AT 7:00 & 9:10PM

The point here is that
go back to what we had
rejected it. In what
most normal of acts
rational behaviour,
results of age old ego
the guise of anarchy "for
of people." The set tUI'II
slucent in the final act,
symbolize the a
reality that is being
trayed. Arthur, the
anarchist, is slain by
Eddie, a role competently
Andy Robertson, who
ordering the family
finally finishes by
tango (hence the title)
previously mentioned in
reference to the
("In those days, it wu
courage just to dUll
Tango. ").

LA PETITE
THEATRE
30 King St. S.
opposite Waterloo Sq.
weekdays 6:30- 12:30

pregnancies up
terminated from

$175.00
Medication, l.:ab Tests,
tors' fees included.
Hospital & Hospital
clinics.

( 20 1) 461 - 4225
24 hours - 7 days

LENOX MEDICAL

CA,N ADA
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The CORD presents its first annual Survey of National Consciousness.
Fill out the appropriate box or boxes and mail your answer to the
Governor Generals' Office by 8 pm. Guy Fox Day, 1972.
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Hockey.

Basketball

Lancers Pluck
Hawks Feathers

Hawks Lose To
Shaw College ol Detroit

by Bill Schuster
Saturday afternoon the Hockey
Hawks were defeated by the
Windsor Lancers by the tune of 7-2.
Hawks appeared as if they were in
dire need of Carter's Little Liver
Pills. They sure needed something
to get the "lead" out.
It is evident the Hawks need a
great deal more practice on their
specialty squads. Their power-play
was non-existent as was their
penalty-killing.
Windsor capitalized three times
when they enjoyed the manadvantage. Two of these goals
were due to sloppy clearing ; on
two other occasions George
Blinkhorn made the original save,
only to lose the puck at his feet and
have a Lancer pop the rebound
past him.
The Hawks however did score a
victory over Windsor in a slanted
fashion. Alex Muselius scored a
decision over Brian Galbraith in a
fight which erupted late in the 3rd
period. Ironically it was Sonny
Kumpf who intimidated Galbraith
but became a bystander when

-

Muselius moved in.
Honourable mention must go to
Windsor goalie Scott McFadden
who played a strong game. On two
occasions in the 2nd period Jim
(Chipper) McRae broke in on
McFadden only to be out-guessed.
McRae did beat him on a pretty
pass-play from Doug Tate with
only 5 seconds left in the game.
This only lessened the humiliation.
Hawk's other goal was scored by
Tate midway through the 1st
period. He handcuffed McFadden
with a blazing wrist-shot from 20
feet out.
The Hawks' next game is Nov.
26, against Queen's. They can only
improve from their performance
on Saturday.
Support was as poor as the
Hawks effort in Saturday's game.
An overflow of 35 people jammed
the K-W Auditorium which seats
6300. The football Hawks over
lO,OOOpeople per game; why aren't
the Hockey Hawks getting similar
support? Where the hell · was
everybody on Saturday?

The Basketball Hawks took to
the floor Tuesday night determined to prove that they could win
without the help of their star scorer
and leader, Rod Dean. The team
missed our all Canadian guard.
They left the court the losers,
dropping the exhibition match
against Shaw College of Detroit by
a &'Core of 87-62.
The Hawks did not show the
confidence or even the potential
they displayed in their victory over

the Italian Junior National team
last week.
At half time the Hawks trailed by
16 points and it was down hill all
the way. At no point in the game
were they able to get control. Their
ball handling was poor and their
shooting from the floor somewhat
erratic.
The American team provided
ample entertainment for the
spectators. They demonstrated
class and skill that is a con-
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EXCLUSIVE AT

WALTERS
Now show the world that you're
in love. A great gift idea for the
one you love.

Dual
$34.95
There's a diamond in the "0".

STUDENTS SAVE 10%
conven1ent

terms

arranged.

51 KING W. KITCHENER
Store~ m

Gelt. Guelph. Kitchener. Brentford.

744-4444
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s to Play In
· mith Tourney
by Brian Stephenson

the University of Waterloo will host seven
including Lutheran, in their fourth
ristmas basketball tournament. The
Classic gives coaches and players from across
chance to see where they stand as compared to
at this time of the season.
champions, Simon Fraser Clansmen will
Ibis year, probably as strong as they were last
other returning teams from last year's tourthe Warriors and the Hawks .
.-nament committee has a policy of bringing in
every year for the other five positions. This
the east coast Dalhousie Tigers of Halifax have
They also should be a championship threat.
Bishop's University Gaiters will provide
:representation.
Ontario Universities represented are
fi Ottawa Gee Gees, the University of Toronto
Queen's University Golden Gaels.
seen some of these teams in action, Hawk
Smith would not assess with any degree of
chances of a Hawk championship.
blow to those chances occurred in practice a
Rod Dean injured his foot. He will have to
of action including the tournament.
felt that this loss would hurt the team's
areas. He said it would be very hard to find
the rebounding ability of Dean, who was
year's team. The other area affected would
The real problem is finding a player who
both rebounding and ball handling ability like
loss of Dean as a scorer did not worry Coach
since we have several high scorers forward
Roc/ Df>an ~niured his foot in practice
the slack.
ua•ucm Coach Smith will be experimenting nan.Jent tht'> l\eekend. Coach Smith
best combination to fill the void left by this in- ciPttnttf>l~· hurt the team., chances
n.:........aies,

of the high
g and facilities
iyers in the

Mtere not really

l

BB
10_,,..

f lllfllfl~

bas drawn Ottawa in the first round of the
The winner goes on to meet the victor of the
's contest, with the winner of this game
the final against the champ in the other four
First round losers advance into the con-

Don't Forget

THE RAFFLE

first game is Friday Nov. 26th at 6:30p.m.

UP-COMING
SPORTS EVENTS:
Nov. 26
HOCKEY AT QUEEN'S
Nov. 26·7
BASKETBALL
NAISMITH CLASSIC
Nov.

30

HOCKEY AT GUELPH
Nov. 30
WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL

&

VOLLEYBALL
and will not play in the tourfeeh the lo!>!> of Dean will

AT WESTERN

photo by Howard
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thesis Stereo Shop

ve Even More Sale ¥''
Superb Equipment (while it lasts) at a Sizzling
Low Price Sale
Sony
Teac
Pioneer

0% to 30% Off

Starts Fri
(til end of Nov)

Ravel
Dynaco

cashchek
chargex
and
charge accounts
welcome

Noresco
Fisher

~t-One of the great reasons to shop synthesis

is the day-in, day-out savings (blush) we're famous for!

,.,. ._.,' :J
Westmount Place/ 579-5650

Lollipop Boutique I Westmount Place
(just behind Dominion)

U of T SAC re;ects seats on presidents cou

T 0 R 0 NT 0
( CUP ) -The
University of Toronto Students'
Administrative Council <SACl
Wednesday (Nov. 10) declined to
fill four vacant underaraduate
seats on the Presidential Advisory
Council <PAC) because olstrings
attached to the offer by the administration.

An .October 6 SAC meeting had
refused to endorse the campusw1de election format. Instead, the
SAC wanted to choose the students
to fill its vacancies through a
special electoral college composed
of all SAC representatives plus the
presidents of the various college
and faculty student couneils.
Instead of accepting the PAC
A Monday meeting of the PAC demand, SAC voted to encourage
had demanded that SAC and the the administration's elections
Graduate Students Union, eligible office to hold elections for the
for two seats, agree to sanction Governing Council, the top
campus-wide elections for the governing body for the university
student seats on the council.
under the new U of T Act, as early

as possible in the new year. They
also decided to urge the Board of
Governors to allow these elected
students to sit in as assessors on
board meetings.
Four undergrads, two graduate
students, and two part-time
students will sit on the govemin«
council.
By rejecting seats on the PAC,
SAC automatically denied itself
seats on the university's central
budget committee and the committee on accommodations and
facilities. SAC had been offered the
other positions conditional upon its

acceptance of PAC's terms for
seating student members.
SAC reps said the committees
concerned had already made all of
their major financial decisions and
priori tie! for the year and that
more value would be gaiiled by
sitting in on the board meetings.
'They claimed that doing 5$
would give them experience fw
working next year on the Govet"-

ning Council and at the
give these elected
an opportunity to
university 's lop
structure.
PAC had proposed
seat its seven student
assessors.
There are seven
faculty assessors on the
no students.

U of T Confere
to examine SAC
TORONTO
<CUP)-A
constitutional conference at the
university of Toronto November 26
to 28 will begin to decide the fate of
the Student Administrative
Council.
Several council constituencies
have expressed their dissatisfaction with it by voting to demand
partial fees rebates and one, the
College of Education, voted in a
disputed referendum to pull out of
the university-wide student
government organization.
Bob Spencer and Phillip Dack,
president and vice-president were
elected on a platform which included a pledge to substantially
reorganize council.
The convention is theoretically
designed to involve students at the
"grassroots level", and elected
student leaders.
Any student may be a member of
his constituency's delegation to the
convention, with the constituency

having votes equal to Its
SAC reps, which is tn
mined by the enrolmem
faculty or college constJ!J!tl'
In addition, all SAC rep
voting delegates.
On Wednesday, <Nov
voted to be bound by !he
of the convention. It
motion to place the
resolutions before a
referendum for
However, it left the
the convention to call i
dum if it so wished.
The convention ~ill
committees to review
structure. The full
reconvene in Januar} to
new structure based oo
and priorities adopted
November meetmg.
SAC has allocated
4,500 contingency fund
convention.

A FREE tutorial program run by student volunteers
has been set up to help YOU improve your:
-general study habits
-essay writing
-exam preparation
-reading problems

NEW FOR 1972
The

Dual 1214/2

Model

RJ
The usc of
slam, or to get

both members
rna) bcbidw

S. A

H. 8

For further information, contact Lori or Lee, upper
floor, Educational Services Centre.
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ATTENTION ALL
LAW SCHOOL APPLICANTS

H

5

Q 10 7 3

D Q J 10 9 8
(' 7 3

South

TAKE NOTICE OF
LAW SCHOOL REQUIREMENI'S
Ontario law schools are anx1ous to rece1ve applicatiOns
early this year because of the increase in the number
of applicants. It is hoped that early . receipt of ~pphc
ations will facilitate prompt adm1ss1ons deCISIOns
Candidates for admission to next year's classes are
adv1sed to submit applications by January or Febru
ary May 1st is the deadline date for receipt o'
applications at most Ontario law schools

MODEL
1214/2
TWO POLE VERSION
TURNTABLE, BASE,
COVER, CARTRIDGE.

$94.95

Law schools at Queen's University, the Univers1ty o
Toronto, The University of Western Ontario, Umvers •y
of Windsor and Osgoode Hall Law School (York Un
versity} require all applicants for the year 1972·73
to take the Law School Admission Test.
The test will be given at most Ontario univers1ty
campuses and m major Canadian cities on the foUow
ing dates in 1971 and 1972.

BEST'
VALUE!
LOWEST PRICE!
The People for "Sound" Ideas

153 KING WEST 745-9741
Kitchener

ith Stores in Hamilton, Kitchener 8l London.

December 18. 1971
February 12, 1972
April 8, 1972
Candidates are strongly urged to take the December
or February tests if at all possible. They must register
at least three weeks in advance of each test date
The test originates from Educational Testing Service
Princeton New Jersey and is administered throughout
the United States and Canada. Five Ontario law
schools have adOpted the test as a result of the
growing number of applicants in recent years. The
purpose of the test is to provide the schools wuh
additional information upon which admissions de·
cis10ns can be made.
Further information concerning admissiOns procedures
can be obtamed from the Admissions Office of any
of the above five Jaw schools, and information re
garding the LBw~SchOol Admissiol'l ,Test c8fl be ob·
t~l~l\,dt frojl1 l EChl~atfanel Te!it~g ~I'V· e. !?fox 944
1 Pnnceton,
'N"ew J'er!i .r 08540.

S. K

II. A

D.K
C.K

\'11lnerable:
Opening Lead
South

West

1 sp.

pass
pass

4ht.

The Cord Weekly

WESTMOUNT PLACE HAIRSTYLING

Mate
Of the millions of chess players
in the world most have never taken
the time to study any books or
theory on the game. This fact
becomes self~vident when one
looks at any one of their ventures
against a properly "booked"
player. Rules that are considered
inviolable by the experts are
contantly violated by the amateur
with predictable results. Decentralized and slow development,
disregard for pawn position and an
over-reliance on purely tactical
means of play are common faults
that lead to the demise of
unlearned players.
This week's game was played
between myself and one of these
typical amateurs and in it you can
easily see the obvious faults of
"coffee-house" play.

ren

'AC

T. AMATEUR vs. F . SEXTON
Skittles Game, 1971
Irregular Opening: 1. P-K3 (a ), PK4 ; 2. N-K83, P-Q3 (b); 3. P -Q3?
<cl, P-KN3 ; 4. P-K4 (d ), 8-N2; 5.
P-8 3, N-K2; 6. Q-N3, 0-0; 7. P-Q4,
N-Q2; 8. PxP? (e), NxP ; 9. QN-Q2,
K-R1 ; 10. 8-84 (f) , Nx8 ; 11. QxN ,
B-K3 ; 12. Q-Q3, P-KB4 ; 13. P -KN3
<gl, Q-Q2; 14. 0-0, PxP ; 15. QxP,

ore a
for rati
the door
to call a

hed:

by FRANK SEXTON

For the latest in men's and women's
hair styles. see Mary, our late•s.t addition .

B-R6 ; 16. R-Kl , N-B3 ; 17. Q-R4,
QR-Ql ; 18. N-N5?? (h), RxRch; 19.
N-B1 , RxNmate.
a l A typical amateur move, timid
to say the least! Better is one of the
following: l>-K4, P-Q4, P-QB4 or NKB3, going into a stan4ard
opening.
b) Possible here is 2.. .. , P-K5; 3. NQ4, P -QB4; 4. N-N3, P-Q4; 5. N-QB3
with a type of reveresed Alekine's
Defense, however, Black may be
then over~xtended.
c) Much better is 3. P-Q4 as after 3.
... ,PxP ; 4. PxP, N-KB3, White's
·game is very adequate.
d ) This is the second time that this
pawn has been moved which
means lost time in developing but
how else is White to get his pieces
out?
e l White should maintain the
central tension and play 8. B-K3.
f) 10. B-K2 followed by N-B4 was
the indicated manoeuvre.
gl White has now created a serious
weakness in the K-side for no
apparent reasons. Better was just
13. 0 - 0 .
hl Obviously White's threat is
dual, either 19. QxPmate or winning Black's bishop, but he has
totally overlooked Black's reply!

For appointment phone 7 44-0821
WESTMOUNT PLAZA

WATERLOO

SKIS
FROM $29.95-$185.00

CROSS COUNTRY SKIS
from $3.00 up

ADULT BUCKLE BOOTS
From $48.95- $195.00

THE SKI BARN
O.W . SPORTS
(across from Waterloo Sq.)
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742-0712
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HOME OF GRACIOUS DINING
for your convemence
take out and home delivery

j d barber

50 WEBER ST N. WATERLOO
Bri?geport Road and Weber Street

tile use of cue-bids is often a far more reasonable way to stay out of
, or to get to slam, tan any other route. It allows some discretion to
kill members of the partnership, and it locates key values so that a slam
uybe bid with a minimum of defensive values.

s

~orlh

S. A Q 7 4
H. 8 52

upper

D. A 6 2

C. A J 10
lrst

East

5
H. Q10 7 3
D. QJ 10 9 8
73

s. 9 8 2
H. J 9 6 4
D. 7 3
C. Q 9 6 52

South <Dealer )
S. K J 10 6 3

H. A K
D. K 54
C. K 8 4

rinerable : Neither
Opening Lead: Diamond Queen.
W West North East
sp. pass 3 sp.
pass
61. pass 6 sp. all pass ...

low

s Club

E

aes. Night, 7 : 30
3-309

742-4488

Browns

South's four heart bid shows
slam interest, and heart values. He
cannot commit the partnership to
slam himself, but he has a very
definite interest in going on.
North has a good hand, and with
both minor aces, he jumps to slam,
even though he has "four-triplethree" distribution.
No lead can defeat the slam,
unless an opening heart or club
lead is ruffed. With trump coming
three-one, south wins the opening
lead in his hand, draws trumps,
cashes the ace and king of hearts,
enters dummy with a diamond,
and trumps the dummy's last
heart.
When south now leads his last
diamond , west finds himself on
lead with no safe return. He must
concede the remaining tricks.
It would not have mattered
which defensive hand gained the
lead at this point. Either must give
south a "free" finesse in clubs, or a
"ruff-slough" .

SKIS

BOOTS

o Rosignol

o Le Trappeur

o Kneissel

o Lange

o Dachstein
o C.C.M. 10 SPEED $79.95

• Dynamic

Specialists in Sports
2 King St. Cor. Erb

Waterloo

579-6580

NIKKO, SONY, GARRARD & More

The right price
for everyone

fl{arper 0/ectront'cs £imited
111111 H KINO ST. 8., WATERLOO, ONT.

576-7730
Open till 9 each evemng Mon. to Fri 6 on Sat

~-

when you figure out what you've forgotten
give us a call- we deliver free of charge

westmount place
pharmacy

OPEN 9 a.m .. 10 p .m . Mon - Sat.
11 a.m.- 9 p.m . Sun and Holidays

578-8800
220 King St. N. ..
SWAN CLEANERS
AQUICK, CLEAN TRIP

AcrossfromWLU

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
Same Day Service

